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According to Carl W. Ernst the earliest figures of Sufism are Muhammad himself and his companions (). Sufi
orders are based on the "bayâ€˜ah" (Ø¨ÙŽÙŠÙ’Ø¹ÙŽØ© bayâ€˜ah, Ù…Ù•Ø¨ÙŽØ§ÙŠÙŽØ¹ÙŽØ©
mubÄ•yaâ€˜ah "pledge, allegiance") that was given to Muhammad by his á¹¢ahabah.By pledging allegiance
to Muhammad, the Sahabah had committed themselves to the service of God.
Sufism - Wikipedia
Burton was also an avid occultist, and like Abdul Qadir, a member of the Qadiriyya Sufi order, because
â€œSufism,â€• he claimed, is â€œthe Eastern parent of Freemasonry.â€•
The Sufi Conspiracy | Conspiracy School
Bektashi Order or ShÄ«â€˜ah ImÄ•mÄ« AlevÄ«-BektÄ•shÄ« á¹¬arÄ«qah (Albanian: Tarikati Bektashi;
Turkish: BektaÅŸi TarÃ®katÄ±) is a Sufi dervish order named after the 13th century Alevi Wali (saint) Haji
Bektash Veli from Khorasan, but founded by BalÄ±m Sultan. The order, whose headquarters is in Tirana,
Albania, is mainly found throughout Anatolia and the Balkans, and was particularly strong in ...
Bektashi Order - Wikipedia
One of the most common questions we receive at Aish.com is: "Why don't Jews believe in Jesus?" Let's
understand why â€“ not to disparage other religions, but rather to clarify the Jewish position.
Why Jews Don't Believe In Jesus, why Jews reject Jesus
MAIN STREET WILL NEVER be the same if the flood of â€œlegalâ€• immigrants from Third World Nations is
not brought to a definitive halt. In a Presidential Memorandum to the US State Department dated 8 October
2010, Obama announced that he will import an additional 80,000 immigrants â€” mostly from ...
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